
Guard Dog Pet Door
Designed for easy pet access and simplified 
security, this one-of-a-kind product is the 
perfect door accessory for pet owners.

PROTECTION from weather and atmospheric conditions 
(wind, rain, & severe weather)

SECURITY against forced entry featuring a unique locking 
system and reinforced panel

SIMPLICITY  with easy and precise installation using a 
rectangular cutout and interior and exterior frame 
(Installs like a door lite insert)

ENERGY EFFICIENCY  using a sealed and insulated 
security panel and pet lap with a magnetic air seal

AVAILABLE in two sizes:
Medium- up to 35lb dog (flap size 6-5/8"W x 11-1/4"H) 
Large - up to 100lb dog (flap size 10-1/4"W x 15-3/4"H)
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The Pet Door for 
the Homeowner
The Guard Dog Pet Door provides easy
pet access while ensuring peace of 
mind for the homeowner.

SIMPLE  The security panel turns easily on a lift-off 
hinge and fastens with a single turn of the lock to limit 
pet access and protect the home.

SECURE The hinged and reinforced locking 
panel locks from the inside of the home to keep 
intruders out. 

SUSTAINABLE Made partly from recycled 
materials, the Guard Dog Pet Door uses a polyurethane 
foam insulated security panel, an insulated tri-panel 
pet flap, and weather seals on both to keep the air in 
and the elements out.

SYNERGISTIC Meeting structural building codes 
and providing a  desirable form and function, the 
Guard Dog Pet Door comes pre-installed in your door 
before it is installed in the home.

INTERIOR EXTERIOR

Compromise with your pet without compromising your home

MODERN DESIGN with clean lines and a flush profile, for utility with a residential look.

LOCKING SECURITY PANEL

PET FLAP

Metal security plate 
concealed with flush 

profile PVC

Hand turn lock with a hardened steel 
throw is simple and easy to operate.

The guard dog security panel operates on two lift-off hinges and can be easily removed when the door is 
unlocked and open but are strong and resilient when locked closed. For use in doors smaller than 3’ wide and for 

homeowners who keep the dog door open most of the time.

The lightweight and durable Air Seal pet flap consists of three jointed Lexan polycarbonate panels, suspended on a 
reinforced metal hanging rod. Each panel is insulated, and surrounded with sweeps and magnetic weather stripping.
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PVC Screw Hole 
Plugs



MANUFACTURED BY

DISTRIBUTED BY

The GUARD DOG PET DOOR comes fully 
assembled for easy installation!

PVC manufacturers void all warranty if not painted with PVC grade
paint that has a Light Reflective Value of 55 or higher

INTERIOR EXTERIOR phone 1-800-966-7753    fax 813-977-5632     
orders@bhitampa.com 

www.bhiflorida.com
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